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Abstract - Security is a important factor in computer system 

now a days. Users of computer system give a primary preference 

to security. Authentication is a process used to provide security 

to the user. Authentication is a process of identifying the 

person’s identity or conforming the identity of a particular 

person. There are various authentication method, but most 

commonly used method is textual password. Combination of 

alphabet and number create a secure password. But it has some 

drawbacks i.e. it can be easily guess by third person also called 

attacker. If it make complex then it could be hard to memorize. 

Also it is susceptible to various attacks such as brute force 

attack, dictionary attack, social engineering attack, eves 

dropping, etc. to overcome the drawback of textual password 

graphical password system introduced. Graphical system is easy 

to memorize but it undergo shoulder surfing attack which is 

quite big problem. in which any entity or person can observe 

users password directly or by using any device. This paper 

survey the various shoulder surfing attacks in graphical 

password approach. 

 

Keywords - Authentication, Graphical Password, Shoulder 

surfing attack. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

Authentication is topic of the information security which 

deals with the protection of the user’s privacy. 

Authentication is a process which gives permission to 

allowed the user in particular system. Authentication 

techniques are categorized as Token based authentication, 

Biometric based authentication, knowledge based 

authentication. In Token based authentication tokens are  

use as password. This includes Smart card, credit cards. 

Some Token based techniques also combined with the 

Knowledge based authentication to enhance the security 

such as, while using the ATM we need card as well as 

PIN No. for authentication. Tokens are simple and cheap 

and can be easily reproduced. But tokens has their own 

drawbacks that, it is a physical object which is all time not 

convenient to the user to carry everywhere, also it need a 

hardware for authentication. It can be easily stolen so the 

tokens are use with the Pin numbers [1]. Biometric system 

refers to the human characteristics and traits. Biometric 

system includes physiological and behavioral 

characteristics of human beings. Biometric techniques are 

classified as Contact Biometric technologies and 

Contactless Biometric technologies. Iris scan, fingerprint 

scan, facial recognition are some examples of Biometric 

authentication. This technique will provide highest 

security but, it is not yet adopted. This system is very 

much expensive, and requires special hardware is the 

major drawback of this system [2]. 

 

Knowledge base technique involves alphanumeric 

password and Graphical password. Alphanumeric 

passwords are introduced in the 1960s. it is very simple 

and easy way of authentication. But it is susceptible to 

various attacks such as bruit force attack, dictionary attack, 

etc. to overcome this problem, later graphical password 

authentication were introduced. Graphical password uses 

image as a password, which is easy to remember by the 

user. But it is susceptible to shoulder surfing attack. Now 

by considering those problems of previous system, to 

overcome the drawback. Authentications is used as wide 

application in many areas like military application, 

industrial purpose, government offices, etc. 

 

In this paper, section 2 includes Related Work , in section 

3 it includes security aspect In the authentication , section 

4 includes drawbacks, section 5 includes Discussion 

regarding all techniques and section 6 includes 

Conclusion. 

 

2. Related Work 
 

User authentication is most fundamental component in 

computer security context. There are various techniques 

use for authenticating the user. Such as recognition based 
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authentication, recall based authentication, pure recall 

based authentication. Most common method for 

authentication is alphanumeric password authentication. 

In which combination of alphabet and numbers used as 

password. It is simple and easy to use but susceptible to 

various attacks such as dictionary attack, bruit force attack, 

etc. to overcome these drawback Graphical password were 

introduced. Graphical passwords are is easy to remember 

by user and also resistant to dictionary attack, bruit force 

attack, etc. some authentication technique are discuss 

below.   

 

Draw a secret [3] is a method of authentication in which 

the password is enter using mouse. This technique uses 

2D grid platform. In which user have to draw the 

character or object in particular sequence at the time of 

registration. During the login time user has to redraw the 

same character or object on the 2D grid at the same order. 

In Draw a Secret technique it is not important to draw a 

perfect shape or should be start from particular place, but 

the order of redrawing the character or object is important 

for successful login. This technique has a drawback that it 

undergo shoulder surfing attack. 

 

Rachna Dhamija and Adrian perrige [4] proposed Déjà vu 

authentication technique, in this system user creates a 

portfolio of certain number of images during the 

registration phase. From which user has to select some 

images as their password. During the login phase the 

images are appear on the screen from which user has to 

identify those selected images from the portfolio of images 

and select it as password.  But this system is susceptible to 

shoulder surfing attack. 

 

Passfaces [6],[13]  is a technique where system shows 

nine human faces in the form of grid and user has to 

select the appropriate image which has been selected 

previously during the registration phase. User has to 

select only one face from eight decoy images and this 

procedure is repeated for four times during the login 

phase. So user has to select four images from the four 

different nine grid of images.  

 

Passpoint [7] is a technique in which only one image is 

selected during the registration. From that image, 

particular part of image or cued of image are selected as 

the password. User can select multiple cued randomly 

from the image but user should memorize the sequence of 

cued entered at the time of registration. During the login 

time preselected image will appear on the screen. User 

has to enter the preselected cued of images in the same 

order as they selected during registration. As human mind 

can memorize images better than text so this method is 

easy to remember. But this method suffers shoulder 

surfing attack. 

 

CCP [8] refers to Cued Click Point is authentication 

technique coming from passpoint. In which during the 

registration certain number of images are selected in the 

particular order. From each image only one cued click 

point will be selected. During the login time first image 

will appear on the screen, user has to identify the correct 

cued and should select as password. If the selected cued is 

correct then it will open the next image. Same procedure 

is applied for all the images. But if any one image cued is 

wrong then it will not display the next image. This 

method is easy to remember by the user and unbreakable. 

But this method undergoes shoulder surfing attack.  

 

Convex hull [9] is a technique in which some pass objects 

are selected as the password at the time of registration. 

User should memorize that pass object as their password. 

At the time of login some decoy image objects as well as 

the pass objects are appear on the screen. From which 

users have to identify the pass objects which itself forms a 

invisible convex hull. User has to click inside the convex 

hull for successful login. but drawback of this method is, 

it is hard to identify the pass objects from  all the image 

objects appear on the screen. This technique uses many 

decoy objects for creating more confusion to attacker. But 

it will make display more crowded. if objects will be 

reduces then possibility of guessing the password will be 

increases.  

 

Two level graphical authentication [10] is a technique 

where two different methods are combines each other 

forms one authentication scheme. In first level 

authentication user has to enter textual password. And 

after successful authentication of first level, second level  

authentication window appears. In second level 

authentication Graphical passwords are use. two level 

authentication provide better security but This technique 

is time consuming. 

 

Sonia chiasson et. al.[11], [14] at the time of registration 

user has to select an image and place a viewport on the 

particular part of image. For getting the next grid of 

images user has to shuffle the viewport from one place to 

another in an image.  The same process is applied till user 

gets certain grid of images as their password. During the 

login phase the same image will be appear and user has to 

select the previously selected viewport as password for 

authentication. D. Surya devi et. al.[12],[15]  propose 

session authentication technique for secure authentication. 

In that they uses two different techniques such that for 

text password they uses pair based authentication in 
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which, one string is taken as permanent password. The 

pair of two consecutive strings form horizontal and 

vertical intersection which is the first letter of new 

password. In this way we get new password during each 

session. Second technique is based on pair of color codes 

used as password called as hybrid textual authentication. 

In which some colors are taken in series of order and we 

have to assign a code to each color. Those codes should be 

memorize by the user. In both the method password will 

be changes in each different session. That means each 

time different password will be created. So that we can 

consider this approach will use to resist the shoulder 

surfing attack.            

 

3. Security Aspect in Authentication 

Technique 
 

3.1 Social Engineering  
 

It refers to the psychological manipulation of people into 

performing actions or divulging confidential information. 

 

3.2 Dictionary Attack  
 

This attack is a guessing type of attack. in which attacker 

has a list of string which cantain likely words or letter 

combinations. By using this combinations attacker try to 

guess the password. 

 

3.3 Brute Force Attack   
 

It consists of systematically checking all possible keys or 

passwords until the correct one is found. In the worst 

case, this would involve traversing the entire search 

space. 

 

3.4 Guessing   
 

Attacker can guess the password by trying the personal 

information of the user. 

 

3.5 Shoulder Surfing Attack   

 

In Shoulder surfing attack, attacker can observe password 

directly or trap password using any device. It is most 

commonly occurring attack. 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Comparative Work with Drawbacks 

 
Table 1:  Comparative work with drawbacks 

 

Technique Login Phase Drawback 

Textual 

password 

Enter character 

using keyboard 

Undergo brute 

force, 

dictionary, 

shoulder 

surfing attack 

Draw a 

Secret 

Redraw the 

sequence same as 

drawn at 

registration time 

Difficult to 

redraw the 

same sequence 

Déjà vu Identify the 

correct images 

Time 

consuming 

process 

Passfaces Identify the four 

faces in four steps 

Time 

consuming 

process 

Passpoint Select passgrid 

from given image 

Difficult to 

learn 

passpoints 

Ccp Single click on 

certain image 

Difficulty in 

identifying 

clicks 

Pccp Select multiple 

grids from one 

image 

Difficult to 

learn click 

points 

 

5. Discussion 
 

We accomplish study of some papers of authentication in 

this paper. From that we try to understand the difficulties 

regarding different authentication techniques. Text 

password authentication is very well known technique but 

it undergoes various attacks. That why to raise above 

these attack graphical password authentication techniques 

are invented. In that many techniques are invented, but 

these are also undergo some problems such as  Some 

techniques are time consuming, Some techniques are 

vulnerable to various attacks such as dictionary attack, 

social engineering, brute force attack, Shoulder surfing 

attack etc. some techniques required maximum storage 

space, some are complex technique. 

 

There are various problems in authentication technique in 

that shoulder surfing attack is severe attack found.  

Various authentication techniques are invented to 

overcome the shoulder surfing attack. In that session 

authentication is a technique which can help to resist the 

shoulder surfing problem. 
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6. Conclusions 
 

Authentication is a basic component in the aspect of 

security. Authentication is required to provide the better 

security to the user. Various survey papers study in above 

section regarding the various attacks found during the 

authentication. Textual password authentication is well 

known authentication technique. it is simple and easy but 

vulnerable to various attacks. Later graphical password is 

invented. This is simple and easy to memorize to the user. 

But undergo various problem such as, it require greater 

storage space, some are complex and time consuming.  A 

session authentication technique which may help to 

reduce the shoulder surfing attack. 
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